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I. INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 
During the 2015-16 school year, Dr. Brand, Superintendent of Schools, requested that the 
Superintendent’s Wellness Committee engage in a study to examine the issue of school start 
times and its intersection with student health and well-being. 
  
This year-long effort resulted in an extensive report presented to the ABRSD School Committee 
in June of 2016, which specifically recommended that the school district examine changing 
school start times at the secondary level. Upon receipt of the report, the School Committee 
requested that Dr. Brand develop a plan to respond to the Superintendent’s Wellness Committee’s 
recommendations.  
  
This plan, which was put in place as a part of Dr. Brand’s goals for the 2016-17 school year, 
included the formation of a School Start Time Committee. The committee was tasked with 
delivering a report to the School Committee outlining the various options, financial costs, and 
implications regarding future school start and end times. 
  
This report represents the culmination of the work that has taken place over the course of the last 
school year.  The specific strategies included: 
 

● Form an internal working group to examine options and financial costs as well as identify 
implications and/or necessary changes if a shift in start time is pursued  

● Establish a wider stakeholder group 
 
A. Start Time Working Group 
From October until December of 2016, a small working group began examining the various 
options and financial costs associated with transformations to our current school start times 
across the district. Given the need to provide transportation service to the entire school district, 
identifying options required the consideration of impacts across all schools.  
 
The Start Time Working Group included the following members: 

Glenn Brand - Superintendent of Schools  
Marie Altieri - Deputy Superintendent  
Larry Dorey - Associate Principal, ABRHS  
Matt McDowell - Assistant Principal, McCarthy-Towne 
Steve Martin - Director of Athletics  
JD Head - Director of Facilities & Transportation  
Erin Bettez - Director of Community Education 
Ed Wiener - Transportation Manager 
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Meeting dates included October 7, November 16 and December 15.  The work completed by this 
group included the development of possible options that were vetted and then ultimately 
advanced to the larger ABRSD Start Time Committee.  
 
B. ABRSD Start Time Committee 
On December 15, 2016 a call for volunteers to serve on the ABRSD Start Time Committee went 
out to staff and the AB community. This Committee was formed to: 
 
● Explore various start time options 
● Gather community feedback 
● Make recommendations to the School Committee for further consideration 

 
The list below represents those individuals who served on the Committee. Additionally, the 
Committee was further broken down into four subcommittees to better facilitate the work.  
 
The full ABRSD Start Time Committee met on the following dates: January 10, February 7, May 
1 and May 23.  Subcommittees scheduled additional meetings as necessary. 
 

Start Time Subcommittee Members  
2016-17 

 

Outreach  Scenario & Options Research & Education Communications  

*Larry Dorey  *Marie Altieri  *Kate Contini  *Allison Warren  

Steve Martin  Damian Sugrue  Jessica Lubets  Chris Fenniman  

Laura Martin Tessa McKinley Michelle Hanlon  Erin Bettez 

David Green  Bill Noeth   Andrea Keenan  

Eileen Zhang  Heather Harer   Deanne O’Sullivan 

Diane Baum Deanne O’Sullivan    

Diane Ross JD Head    

Elizabeth McGovern Kerrie French    

 Ed Weiner   

 Matt McDowell   

* Subcommittee leaders 
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II. DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT: DESCRIPTION & OVERVIEW 
In May 2017, the ABRSD Start Time Committee conducted a community survey to gather 
feedback from stakeholders on start time options.  The brief on-line survey, created through 
SurveyMonkey, was sent to all ABRSD parents/guardians and all ABRSD staff members via a 
link in an email message from the superintendent on May 4.  An email reminder about the survey 
was sent on May 10 and the survey closed on May 15. 
 

The survey received a total of 2,693 responses from the following demographic groups: 

 
The goal of the survey was to gauge support for several start time options as well as understand 
the factors influencing stakeholders’ preferences. The survey consisted of the following: 
● Three either/or questions where respondents chose between pairs of start time options 
● One question where respondents were asked to rank five start time options 
● One multiple choice question on the factors influencing the ranking decisions  
● One multiple choice question on budgetary considerations 
● One open response question asking respondents to “provide any additional comments” 

 
The following pages provide a summary of the results as well as some highlights by section.  For 
more detailed results, please see the Survey Results Report in Appendix B. 
 
III. SUMMARY OF SURVEY QUESTIONS & RESPONSES 
Survey results in the aggregate show broad support for changing the start time, with a majority of 
respondents listing “Student well-being” as an important factor in considering start time 
preferences.  All four of the proposed new start time scenarios were ranked higher than the 2017-
18 start time. 
 
Three of the four new proposed start time options were essentially tied as respondents’ first 
choice: Option I (25%), Option II (24%), and Option IV (24%).  Option III was selected as first 
choice by 18% of survey-takers.  The 2017-18 start time was selected as first choice by 9% of 
respondents. 
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Of the 2,194 survey-takers who are Acton or Boxborough residents, 78% indicated a willingness 
to support the costs of a changing to a two-tier busing option either through a reallocation of 
funds in the current budget (32%), an increase in the assessment (5%), or a “reallocation of funds 
and/or an increase in the assessment” (41%). 22% indicated they would not be willing to support 
a two-tier model by either of these means. 

The factors which most often influenced respondents’ decisions when ranking the options were 
“Student health and well-being” (84%) and “Impact on student sleep” (77%).  The next four 
most commonly selected factors were “Budgetary considerations of the two-tier models” (26%),  
“Athletics in the PM” (20%), “After school care” (18%), and “Morning care” (16%).    
 
IV. SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS BY SECTION 
A. Three-Tier Options 
Respondents were asked to choose between two start time scenarios referred to as Option I and 
Option II. 

 

 

 

Responses from parents and staff matched the aggregate response, with 55% in favor of Option I 
and 45% in favor of Option II.  

  

 

 

When breaking down the staff subgroup into elementary staff and junior high/high school staff, 
however, the balance shifted to only 42% of elementary staff in favor of Option I while 69% of 
junior high/high school staff were in favor of Option I over Option II.

Option	  I: 
JHS/HS	   	   7:50	  -‐	  2:26/2:30 
Elem:	  Early	   8:40	  -‐	  3:10 
Elem:	  Late	  	   9:20	  -‐	  3:50	   

Option	  II: 
Elem:	  Early	   7:30-‐2:00 
Elem:	  Late	  	   8:10-‐2:40 
JHS/HS	   	   8:50-‐3:26/3:30 
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Comparing parents/guardians of elementary and junior high/high school students, the options 
remained fairly balanced with 58% of elementary parents/guardians preferring Option I and  
54% of junior high/high school parents preferring Option I over Option II. 

  

When the 2017-18 schedule was added to Option I and Option II as a third option, 18% of 
respondents switched over to preferring the 2017-18 start time, with most coming from the group 
that had selected Option II as their preference previously.   

 

26% of staff indicated a greater preference for the 2017-18 schedule over Options I and II and 
16% of parents did as well.  Both groups still favored Option I or II over the 2017-18 schedule.
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Again, as shown in the charts below, the largest difference occurred between staff at the 
elementary schools and staff at the high school/junior high.  The elementary staff were more in 
favor of the 2017-18 schedule and Option II and the junior high/high school staff more in favor 
of Option I.

 

 

B. Two-Tier Options 
When considering the two-tier options which were referred to in the survey as Option III and 
Option IV, the subgroups of parents/guardians and staff matched closely with the aggregate, with 
57% preferring Option IV and 43% preferring Option III. 

 

 

Option	  IV: 
JHS/HS	   	   8:00	  -‐	  2:36/2:40 
Elem:	  ALL	   	   8:40	  -‐	  3:10 
	   	    

Option	  III: 
Elem:	  ALL	   	   7:50	  -‐	  2:20	   
JHS/HS	   	   8:30	  –	  3:06/3:10 
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However, in further breaking these groups down some imbalance in preferences emerged.  
Elementary school staff were equally divided between Option III (49%) and Option IV (51%) 
while junior high/high school staff favored Option IV (72%) significantly over Option III (28%).

 

Among parents of elementary school children and parents of junior high/high school students, 
the preference of both was for Option IV at 60% and 54% respectively.
 

 
C. Budgetary Considerations of the Two-Tier Models 
After choosing between Options III and IV, respondents were asked if they would be willing to 
support funding one of the two-tier models.  78% of the Acton and Boxborough town residents 
taking the survey indicated they would support funding a two-tier model by some means.   
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A further look at the demographic breakdown of responses indicates a greater willingness on the 
part of parents/guardians to fund a two-tier model than other town residents.   

 

D. Ranking the Four Start Time Options & the 2017-18 Schedule 
Survey-takers were next asked to rank five start time scenarios. Three of the options proved to be 
fairly equally rated with 591 (25%) of respondents selecting Option I as their First Choice, 571 
(24%) selecting Option IV, and 570 (24%) selecting Option II.  The 2017-18 schedule was the 
least often selected with 9% choosing it as their First Choice.  Option IV was most often in 
respondents’ top three choices. 

 

 
E. Factors Influencing Ranking Decision 
After ranking start time options, survey-takers were asked to select the “most important factors” 
that influenced their decision.  Respondents could choose as many options as applied and were 
also afforded the opportunity to type in a factor that was not listed.  Respondents 
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overwhelmingly selected “Student health and well-being” and “Impact on student sleep” as 
important factors influencing their preferences of start times.  The next four most commonly 
selected factors were “Budgetary considerations of the two-tier models” (26%),  “Athletics in the 
PM” (20%), “After school care” (18%), and “Morning care” (16%).  With few exceptions, 
parent/guardian and staff responses matched fairly closely with the overall responses.   

 

Predictably, variations in the factors influencing respondents’ preferences emerged when looking 
at some of the subgroups:

 

Finally, the following chart offers a comparative look at responses given by those who chose the 
two most popular and the least popular of the start time options as their First Choice and the 
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factors influencing respondents’ preferences.   

 

 
V. OPEN RESPONSE SUMMARY: THEMES & HIGHLIGHTS 
The open-response option allowed participants to leave comments related to the reasoning for 
their selections in the survey. These comments give further insight into the concerns and 
rationale of the Acton-Boxborough school community related to the school start time change 
proposal. The responses are varied and highlight the differing concerns of working parents, 
parents with children across the grade spectrum, staff members, and both community members 
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with deep understanding behind the science of adolescent sleep and those just getting familiar 
with it.  
 
Responses indicate factors that range from deep concerns about our students health, to logistics 
regarding childcare and afterschool activities, to a reluctance to change the current schedule. 
These concerns indicate that the School Committee and School Start Committee will need to 
make a strong commitment to education and community outreach for wide-spread understanding 
and support. 
 
The feedback in the open-responses can be grouped into categories or themes for each of the 
open response questions: 
 
A. Question 11:  What are the most important factors that influence your decision?  Please 
select all that apply. 
11.5% of responders said their most important factors were something other than the 12 options 
provided by the survey.  There were 276 comments.  Key themes include: 

● Impact on parent work schedule/commute/traffic (19% / 52) 
● Impact on after school activities/non-athletics - e.g. homework, family time, play 

time, student jobs (15% / 43) 
● Do not want elementary schedules to flip flop/want single tier elementary (14% / 40) 
● Do not want elementary schools to start too early (6% / 17) 
● Keep times as they are/no change (5% / 15) 
● Additional repeated comments include:   

○ Eliminate school choice  
○ Schools not responsible for what happens at home, parents/society need to 

change  
○ Difficulty of having multiple children on different schedules and large gap in 

school hours  
○ Ability for staff to schedule after work appointments 
○ Staff and parents’ health and well-being  
○ Concern about high schoolers missing bus after parents have gone to 

work/don’t want students getting on or off bus in dark 
 

It’s worth noting that concerns of elementary school parents differ somewhat from secondary 
school parents, but this survey focused on proposed changes related to recommendations of the 
medical community on sleep requirements of adolescents. Two-tier and three-tier busing is a 
separate issue but relates to the potential outcome of adjusted start time scheduling and is a 
concern of many families. It’s an multi-level issue that is revealed in these comments and should 
be addressed in community outreach initiatives. Many concerns related to parent work schedules, 
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after school activities, and childcare can be addressed when confronting the multi-tiered bus 
schedules with the goal of a more consistent schedule. 
 
B. Question 12:  Please provide any additional comments that you would like the Start Time 
Committee to be aware of as it relates to these options. 
22.4% of total survey participants responded in the final, open-ended question for additional 
feedback.  There were 604 comments.  Key themes include: 

● 23% (144) Our children’s mental and emotional health needs to be the top priority.  
We need to make this happen. 
○ Can we do for this fall of 2017? (14) 
○ We need to make a real shift - not 15/20 min. (14) 

● 15% (90) THANK YOU to district for doing this/not easy 
● 8% (48) Desire for single-tier elementary (or at least no flip flopping of late/early)  
● 7% (40) Costs need to be controlled.  Spend money on education not more 

transportation.  No new taxes for this.  If district can build fields it can pay for this 
important change. We have a new school building project coming too.  

● 5% (32) Later start time good for secondary, but please consider impact on 
elementary students (too early start/too late end)  

● 5% (30) Skepticism that change will do anything to teens’ sleep habits.  Parents need 
to manage children’s social media/over-scheduling.  

● 4% (25) Consider eliminating school choice (stress/empty buses/divisive/costly) 
● 2% (14) Keep things the same.  
● Additional repeated comments include: 

○ Would be good to understand exact costs of each option. (10) 
○ District must figure out a plan that is fairest to all interested parties as this pits 

elementary vs secondary (5) 
○ Every family/staff member has unique work/child care/activity needs, which 

makes this so difficult.. 
○ No kids should go to school or home in the dark. (6) 
○ Concerns about Thursday half days/cost to families (5) 
○ This decision should not be driven by its impact on athletics (6) 
○ Concerns about families whose older children care for younger siblings (5) 
○ If HS starts later, there should be no school extra curricular activities before 

school -- it would defeat the purpose. 
○ Do not like any of the options. 
○ What about the impact on staff families/child care/etc? 
○ What’s the impact of a later start on students’ after school jobs? 
○ Concern about elementary children’s play/free activities. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATION 
After reviewing and discussing the research and the survey results, the Start Time Committee 
makes the following recommendation: 
 
Move forward exploring the logistical and financial possibility of implementing a change in 
start times as outlined in Option IV for September 2018.  
 
The schedules for this option are: 

High School     8:00 am to 2:40 pm 
 Jr. High            8:00 am to 2:36 pm 
 Elementary (All) 8:40 am to 3:10  pm 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
As indicated in the survey results summary, there is broad support for making a change to start 
times with 84% of respondents indicating “Student health and well-being” and 77% indicating 
“Impact on student sleep” as the primary reasons. The research done by both the ABRSD Start 
Time Committee’s research subcommittee as well as the 2015-16 Superintendent’s Wellness 
Committee strongly supports a change to later start times for high school and junior high school 
students. There was also strong support for moving to single-tier elementary busing in the 
qualitative and quantitative feedback, and 78% of respondents said that they would support a 
two-tier model by some means. 
 
The Start Time Committee recommends the Option IV schedule based on the following: 
 
● This option results in improved school start and end times for all students K-12  
● This option allows for significant shifts in start times for both the high school (47 minutes 

later) and the jr high school (30 minutes later) while avoiding a negative impact on the 
elementary start/end times  

● These times are consistent with other Massachusetts school districts that have moved to a 
later start time; no district has “flipped” elementary start times to be earlier than the high 
school start time  

● The ending time for the high school (2:40 pm) will not dramatically impact athletics or 
extracurricular activities  

● The options that maintain three-tier busing result in the elementary schools either starting 
too early (7:30 am) or ending too late (3:50 pm)  

● Moving from three tiers of busing to two has many additional benefits for the elementary 
schools.  
○ Many written comments reported the difficulties of the elementary school 

schedules switching each year and ending too late on the late schedule  
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○ Teachers will be available at the same time for meetings and professional learning 
if all elementary schools are on the same schedule 
 

If two-tier busing is not financially feasible, the Start Time Committee believes that only a slight 
change to the high school start time could be made. If the new high school schedule includes a 
day which is fifteen minutes shorter, the high school could start fifteen minutes later (7:38 am). 
The committee believes this slight shift would be preferable to Options I and II, which have the 
elementary school students starting earlier or ending later than desired. 
 
In conclusion, shifting the high school and the jr. high to a later start time of 8:00 am and 
aligning the elementary schools on a single, consistent schedule starting at 8:40 am would 
provide benefits to the health and wellness of all students K-12. Before this shift is made, there 
should be additional community outreach and a more detailed review of impacts on extra-
curricular activities and families.  The Start Time Committee encourages the School Committee 
to further explore this option with the community and through the budget process.  
 
 
VIII. APPENDICES 
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